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ICE Europe, CCE International and InPrint Munich postponed. New
dates for collective of converting, paper and print exhibitions to be
announced in due course
Mack-Brooks Exhibitions has today announced the postponement of ICE Europe, CCE
International and InPrint Munich. The collective of converting, paper and print exhibitions,
which was scheduled for 22 – 24 June 2021 at the Munich Trade Fair Centre in Germany, is
postponed in light of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
"The current course of the pandemic and the current restrictions in Germany means that
there is insufficient planning security for all parties involved. Despite an enhanced health and
safety plan in place and the exhibitors’ willingness to go ahead with the shows in June, we
believe that the most responsible decision at this stage is to postpone”, explained Patrick
Herman, Event Director of the Converting, Paper and Print Events at Mack-Brooks
Exhibitions.
“This situation underlines the importance of our shows for the industry. However, conditions
to hold trade fairs have not yet been determined and our hands are tied. With the
circumstances unlikely to change in a foreseeable future, we must remain sensible and
minimise the economic risk for all participants. To hold the shows at a later date hopefully
ensures that the events can continue their critical role in bringing the global converting,
paper and print industry together again. Specific dates for the exhibitions will be announced
shortly.”, concluded Patrick Herman.
The ICE Europe, CCE International and InPrint Munich Events Team will communicate
closely with customers and partners over the coming weeks and months. We thank all our
exhibitors, partners, suppliers and visitors for their support during this challenging time.
About ICE Europe
ICE Europe, the International Exhibition for Paper, Film & Foil Converting, is the world’s
leading exhibition for the conversion of flexible, web-based materials, such as paper, film, foil
and nonwovens. The show attracts industry experts from a wide range of sectors, including
packaging, printing, plastics, textiles and nonwovens, paper, engineering, chemical, medical
and pharma, automotive, aviation, food, and electronics.

About CCE International
CCE International is Europe’s key event for the corrugated and folding carton industry,
covering the entire supply chain in the production and processing of corrugated and carton
material. The show addresses technology buyers and users from the corrugated and
cartonboard industry and their target markets, such as carton and boxes manufacturers,
tubes and cores suppliers, packaging designers, plant managers, technical engineers, and
company leaders.
About InPrint Munich
InPrint Munich is Europe’s flagship event of the highly successful InPrint brand for the
emerging community of printing professionals and manufacturers who want to maximise on
new business potential for print applications in the industrial production sector. The
exhibition is targeted at high-level trade professionals from the printing industry and from
various industry sectors, such as aeronautics and aerospace, packaging and containers
printing, architecture and design, automotive, consumer goods manufacturers, medical
equipment and many more.
For updates and further information, please visit the event websites:
www.ice-x.com/europe
www.cce-international.com
www.inprintmunich.com
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